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The sound of a small group of children chanting:

CHILDREN
One... ...two... ...three...

CUT TO:

INT. CITY HOSTEL. GAMES ROOM - DAY - CONTINUOUS1 1

The room has a pool table and a couple of vintage arcade 
consoles. It is decorated in balloons and banners - it is 
BILLY’s 10th birthday.

Billy and FIVE FRIENDS (including TOM) are just starting a 
game of hide and seek. One friend is blindfolded and being 
spun around to the count. GEOFF, Billy’s father is 
ringmaster.

CHILDEN
...four... ...five...

BILLY
Hide!

The children dash off in all directions. 

GEOFF
Remember to stay downstairs and...

...Shrugs. He’s left babysitting the blindfolded kid.

CUT TO:

INT. CITY HOSTEL. DORM - DAY.2 2

As the kids run from room to room we see that the hostel is 
of a functional 1960s build. It has been patched up over the 
years, no two room decorated quite the same, paint chipped, 
wallpaper torn...

Tom and another kid rush in to the dorm. They scan the room, 
then Tom dives under a bunk-bed.

CUT TO:

INT. CITY HOSTEL. KITCHEN - DAY.3 3

Billy rushes in. CHEF has other ideas.

CHEF
No--No--No!   Billy. You know the 
rules.



BILLY
Sorry!

Billy spins on his heels and dashes back out.

Just out of his sight is a big birthday cake.

CUT TO:

INT. CITY HOSTEL. RECEPTION - DAY.4 4

An AMERICAN FAMILY with suitcases are checking in with the 
uniformed RECEPTIONIST. A MAN IN A SUIT is also waiting.

BLINDFOLDED KID
(OOV)

...Here I come!

The games room door bursts open and the previously 
blindfolded kid races through reception, weaving through the 
Americans, and then racing off to Lord knows where.

Geoff, smiling, steps from the games room.

GEOFF
It’s my son’s birthday.
Are you being taken care of?

The Americans nod and smile.

GEOFF (CONT’D)
Frank, good to see you.

He crosses over to the suited man and they shake hands.

FRANK
I don’t know how you find the 
energy, Geoff.

GEOFF
Cos it’s fun. Remember?

FRANK
It’s bloody hard work.

GEOFF
A bit of both. You’ve got the 
plans? 

Frank taps a cardboard tube propped up beside him.

GEOFF (CONT’D)
Great!

CUT TO:
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INT. CITY HOSTEL. DINING ROOM - DAY.5 5

The lights are down and the cake from the kitchen is lit with 
10 candles. The Five Friends, Chef, Geoff and Frank sing 
Happy Birthday...

GEOFF
Make a wish!

Billy scrunches his eyes together then blows out all the 
candles in one go, to a round of applause.

As the lights turn on and the kids tuck into the cake, Frank 
casts his eyes over the room.

CUT TO:

INT. CITY HOSTEL. DINING ROOM - DAY - LATER.6 6

All quiet now. Frank sits alone at a table.

Geoff and Billy enter.

GEOFF
All done for another year, lad. 
Enjoy yourself?

BILLY
Oh Yeah!

GEOFF
Why don’t you go play with your 
presents in the flat?

And in an instant Billy is rushing up the staircase and 
towards a door marked Staff Only.

FRANK
Night, Billy!

BILLY
Night, Frank!

GEOFF
So we got the grant then?

Frank rolls out some plans across the dining table.

FRANK
Oh yeah. The lot. The Kitchen, the 
dorms, exterior, dining room... 
everything gets refurbed. And--

BILLY
Borrrrrring!
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And with that Billy goes through the door.

CUT TO:

INT. CITY HOSTEL. BILLY’S ROOM - NIGHT.7 7

The room is decorated with an assortment of movie posters, 
plus a few of London landmarks.

Billy is on the PlayStation. There is a knock at the door.

GEOFF
Can I come in?

BILLY
Yeah!

Geoff enters and looks around. Billy is too engrossed in the 
game.

GEOFF
How’s the new games?

BILLY
Great.

GEOFF
You know how we talked about a 
London hostel...?

BILLY
London?

GEOFF
Yeah, I’ve been talking to Frank 
about the refurb and--. 

BILLY
--U-huh?

GEOFF
There’s job coming up - cover - 
while this place is shut.

Billy’s attention switches from the TV to Geoff.

BILLY
We’re gonna to live in London? 
Yessss!

CUT TO:

INT. CITY HOSTEL. RECEPTION - DAY.8 8

Geoff is sitting behind the counter doing some paperwork.
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Billy and Tom rush in, both wearing their school uniforms.

BILLY
Dad!   Look!

Billy pulls a plastic ‘bronze’ medal from his bag.

BILLY (CONT’D)
Got it for spelling.

GEOFF
Well done you.

TOM
I got one too, Mr Scott.

Pulls out the gold. 

GEOFF
Well done, you too. But I’m really 
proud of you, Billy.

Geoff gives Billy a thumbs up.

BILLY
I’m gonna get changed. Hang on a 
minute.

He runs up to the flat.

TOM
I’ll be in the games room!

CUT TO:

INT. CITY HOSTEL. WARDEN’S FLAT - NIGHT.9 9

Geoff is in a Skype video conference with Frank.

GEOFF
--Oh, come on!

FRANK
(On Screen)

Look, I’ve done all I can. The Peak 
District hostel is all that’s on 
the table.

GEOFF
It’s in the middle of nowhere, you 
know I’ve got Billy to worry about. 
And you said September.
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FRANK
(On Screen)

Your place shuts at Easter and 
stays shut for months. You have to 
take the Peak.

GEOFF
I’ll bring in the Union. 

FRANK
(On Screen)

Look, if there’s anything I can do 
I will, but you’ve got three weeks 
and then you’re out.

CUT TO:

INT. CITY HOSTEL - NIGHT.10 10

Geoff is doing a security walk-a-round, checking doors are 
locked etc. Billy accompanies him.

GEOFF
You won’t miss this place then?

BILLY
We’re going to London.

GEOFF
I know but--

BILLY
--Can Tom visit?

GEOFF
What if it wasn’t London?

BILLY
You said we were going to London?

GEOFF
Look, Billy, I... might have to 
take a different job. In the 
country.

BILLY
But you said--

GEOFF
--I know.

(beat)

GEOFF (CONT’D)
Here. Go run and drop off the keys 
at reception...
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(beat)

BILLY
Don’t feel like it.

Geoff rubs Billy’s hair and the two of them walk in silence.

CUT TO:

INT. CITY HOSTEL. BILLY’S ROOM - DAY.11 11

Billy is taking down the last of his posters. Lots of 
handmade farewell / good-luck cards from his schoolmates are 
stood up on the floor.

He puts these and a few other last possessions into a 
cardboard box.

GEOFF
(OOV)

You coming, Billy?

CUT TO:

EXT. CITY HOSTEL - DAY12 12

The hostel minibus is parked outside. It is packed with 
boxes, rucksacks and carrier bags.

Geoff is wedging computer monitor between the seats.

Billy comes from the hostel carrying his cardboard box.

GEOFF
That it then?

Geoff takes the box and puts it in the minibus.

BILLY
Yeah. Do we have to leave?

Geoff gives him a hug. 

GEOFF
Come on...

They walk to the hostel’s door. Geoff slams it shut and locks 
it.

Billy places his hand on the door.

BILLY
See you soon.

CUT TO:
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INT. MINIBUS - DAY.13 13

Geoff and Billy click their seat-belts.

GEOFF
You know where we’re going?

Billy grabs the sat-nav and starts to program it.

BILLY
Turn Left...

CUT TO:

EXT. CITY HOSTEL - DAY14 14

The minibus slowly pulls away from the empty hostel.

CUT TO:

INT. COUNTRY HOSTEL. RECEPTION - DAY.15 15

As might be expected, the country hostel appears more 
relaxed. The reception is quiet.

MARTHA the receptionist is shuffling some paperwork.

There is a noise at the door. It opens and Geoff enters 
carrying a backpack. Billy follows. 

MARTHA
With you in a second--

She looks up.

MARTHA (CONT’D)
--Oh, you must be Geoff, we don’t 
get many people booking in this 
early.
Jake, can you give us a lift out 
here?

JAKE
(OOV)

Sure, give us a mo.

MARTHA
Jake’s been getting your bungalow 
ready.
Would you like a brew?

GEOFF
Love one.
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Billy looks around the quiet reception. Geoff off loads his 
back pack.

GEOFF (CONT’D)
Nice and quiet--

MARTHA
It gets busy about six-ish. Martha, 
by the way...

GEOFF
This is Billy...

JAKE (30) enters.

JAKE
Hi, Jake, activities manager. You 
must be the new boss?

Geoff and Jake shake hands. Jake looks to Billy.

JAKE (CONT’D)
I bet you’d love to see the games 
room, eh?   Second on the left...

GEOFF
Go on, lad... We’ll catch up later.

Billy runs down the corridor.

CUT TO:

INT. COUNTRY HOSTEL. GAMES ROOM - DAY.16 16

Billy looks around the room: a few battered board games, some 
cards, a cribbage board and a giant chess set.

BILLY
Huh!

CUT TO:

EXT. COUNTRY HOSTEL - DAY.17 17

Billy stands at the front door of the hostel. Ahead of him is 
a row of stone cottages, a pub and - in the distance - a 
school. Beyond these, green, cloud topped hills with a few 
sheep scattered about.

Geoff walks past, carrying a box.

GEOFF
Why don’t you take a football to 
the school, see if there’s anybody 
to play with?
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BILLY
‘Suppose...

Billy wanders off towards the school. Geoff looks on and 
sighs.

Jake walks from the hostel.

JAKE
Half term, it’s always quiet in the 
village. There’s an activity 
weekend coming up if you want to 
pitch in?

GEOFF
Thanks, that sounds great. 

CUT TO:

EXT. SCHOOL - DAY.18 18

Billy is kicking a football against a wall.

An TAMMY (12), a tomboy, watches from the far railings. Billy 
notices her and turns towards her.

TAMMY
You broke that window.

She points to a cracked window pane, clearly cracked some 
years ago from the dirt on it.

BILLY
No. Didn’t.

TAMMY
Telling on you!

She laughs and walks off.

Billy - rattled by the exchange - grabs his football and runs 
off in the opposite direction.

CUT TO:

EXT. VILLAGE BUS STOP - DAY.19 19

Billy sits on a bench.

DISSOLVE TO:
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EXT. VILLAGE BUS STOP - DAY - LATER.20 20

A bus pulls up to his feet on the bench and peers through the 
windows of the empty bus. The doors open, nobody get on or 
off.

DRIVER
Getting on, son?

Billy shakes his head.

Doors close and bus drives off, revealing Tammy on the far 
side of the road...

TAMMY
Nobody gets off here.

(beat)

TAMMY (CONT’D)
You may as well speak, I’m the only 
friend you’re gonna find around 
here.

(beat)

TAMMY (CONT’D)
Oh, go on, say something...

(beat)

BILLY
Is there a youth club about?

TAMMY
That’s better!   And no, there’s 
nothing.

BILLY
Where do all the kids go?

TAMMY
Home. To the other villages. No one 
stays here for long. It’s crap.

BILLY
I’ve just moved here with--

TAMMY
Your dad, he’s taking over the 
hostel. You’re Billy.

BILLY
How’d you know my name?
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TAMMY
Like I say, othing happens here.  
Any news gets around fast.

BILLY
So who are you?

TAMMY
Tammy. Mum runs the post office.

BILLY
Want to play football?

TAMMY
Nah!   If you want a laugh though 
you can meet me at the school 
later.

BILLY
Why?   What’s happening?

TAMMY
You’ll have to find out.

CUT TO:

EXT. SCHOOL - NIGHT.21 21

Billy waits by the railings. There is complete and utter 
silence.

Tammy rushes up...

TAMMY
C’mon...

The two of them run towards the back of the school.

BILLY
Where are we going?

TAMMY
To get online.

Billy smiles and he chases after her.

CUT TO:

EXT. SCHOOL. CAR PARK. CONTINUOUS.22 22

TAMMY
Here, hold this.

She hands him a metal bar, about 50cm long.
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BILLY
What’s this for?

Tammy pulls out a large screwdriver and prises open a window 
an inch or two.

TAMMY
Slide it through, knock the catch.

BILLY
What--? No, I can’t--

TAMMY
Hurry up!   Knock the catch!

Panicking, Billy jabs the metal bar through the prised gap--

TAMMY (CONT’D)
Push it left!

--with a click the window is unlocked and springs opens.

TAMMY (CONT’D)
C’mon...

Tammy hops up and climbs through the window and pokes her 
head out.

Billy turns to run off.

TAMMY (CONT’D)
Hey, where you going, hostel boy?

BILLY
You didn’t say we were breaking 
into the school.

TAMMY
It’s the only place you’re gonna 
download music around here. They’ve 
no idea, I’ve been doing it for 
months.

BILLY
I’m going home...

He runs off.

TAMMY
If you tell anyone I’ll smash your 
face in.

But Billy is gone. Tammy closes the window and vanishes into 
the school building.

CUT TO:
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INT. COUNTRY HOSTEL. BILLY’S BEDROOM - NIGHT.23 23

The room is half the size of his old room. His stuff is still 
lying around in boxes, except for a pinned up poster of 
London that he is staring at. He is crying.

There is a knock at the door.

GEOFF
(OOV)

Can I come in?

BILLY
No.

GEOFF
(OOV)

You alright, lad?

(beat)

Slowly, the door opens a fraction.

GEOFF (CONT’D)
Sure I can’t come in?

BILLY
I suppose.

Geoff sits on Billy’s bed.

GEOFF
It’ll get better. It’s always tough 
on a first day somewhere new. 
You’ll make new friends.

BILLY
I want to go back home.

(beat)

GEOFF
I know. But we can’t. Not until 
they’ve finished the refurb.

Billy curls up in bed, blocking out the world.

BILLY
And I don’t want to go on the 
rubbish walk.

GEOFF
Why not?
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BILLY
I want to go to London. You’ve 
brought me here, you’re a rubbish 
dad. I wish mum was still here.

Billy pulls the duvet over his head to hide. Geoff is visibly 
hurt and upset.

GEOFF
Night, son.

He pats the duvet and gets up to leave. He looks to the 
London poster on the wall.

CUT TO:

EXT. VILLAGE SHOP - DAY.24 24

Billy comes out of the shop carrying some chocolate bars. 
Tammy is waiting for him.

TAMMY
What happened to you?

Billy keeps walking, ignoring her.

TAMMY (CONT’D)
Did you tell anyone?

Billy quickens his pace. Tammy steps in to his path forcing 
him to stop.

TAMMY (CONT’D)
I said, did you tell anyone?

BILLY
No. And I don’t want to see you 
again. Let me go. 

TAMMY
I’m not stopping you. Just keep it 
shut.

Billy dodges past her and strides off. Tammy makes chicken 
crowing sounds after him.

CUT TO:

EXT. MOORS. CAR PARK - DAY.25 25

A sunny day.

A group of about twenty people, mostly kids, all 
weatherproofed-up, are gathered in one corner of the car 
park. Jake is distributing maps and compasses.
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The hostel minibus pulls up, Billy and Geoff get out. They 
join the group.

JAKE
Gather round, and welcome!   I’m 
Jake and I’m your activity manager 
for the day...

Billy looks around, through the crowd he sees a boy, DAN (9) 
sitting on a boulder playing on a handheld games console.

JAKE (CONT’D)
...any problems let me know. OK?

Murmur of approval from the group.

Billy wanders over to Dan.

JAKE (CONT’D)
You’re all going to get put in a 
group with an adult and your 
mission... is to make your way back 
to the hostel using only these...

He holds up a map and a compass.

BILLY
What you playing?

Dan flips the screen to show him.

BILLY (CONT’D)
Cool. You like this outdoor stuff?

DAN
No. Mum makes me do it.

BILLY
Can I have a go?

DAN
If you want--

GEOFF
Billy!   Over here, lad!   You’re 
in my team!

CUT TO:

EXT. MOORS. CAR PARK - DAY - LATER.26 26

Groups of kids have formed around each adult. Billy and Dan 
are with Geoff.
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GEOFF
So you too have met already. Billy, 
Dan. Dan, Billy. And this is...

TAMMY
Tammy.

She looks at Billy. Neither is pleased to see the other.

TAMMY (CONT’D)
Great.

JAKE
OK everybody?   You have your 
routes and there’s a prize for the 
first team to the hostel. Off you 
go!

The groups begin to disperse.

Geoff opens the OS map...

GEOFF
OK, we’re here, which path do we 
take?

TAMMY
Who cares.

GEOFF
Billy?   Dan?

DAN
That one I suppose.

The four of them trek off.

CUT TO:

EXT. MOORS. WALLED PATH - DAY.27 27

Geoff is some distance ahead of the three kids.

BILLY
What are you doing here?

TAMMY
Like I want to be here, freezing to 
death.

BILLY
Why did you join my group?

TAMMY
Cos I thought a day on a hilltop 
with you and nerd-boy would be fun.
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DAN
Bet her mum made her do it.

Tammy throws him a harsh stare.

TAMMY
Anyone brought a sat-nav?

DAN
Mum took it off me.

Dan is carrying a handheld walkie-talkie, it crackles to 
life:

GEOFF
(over walkie-talkie)

C’mon you lot, hurry up!   I’m at 
the first staging post.

TAMMY
Great.

CUT TO:

EXT. MOORS. HILLTOP - DAY.28 28

Geoff and the kids are now well off any discernible paths, 
trekking across open moorland. Clouds are beginning to 
gather.

GEOFF
Chop, chop!   Almost at the top!

Billy catches up with his dad.

GEOFF (CONT’D)
Looks like you’ve made some 
friends.

BILLY
One.

GEOFF
Looks like trouble...

BILLY
What?   Where’s the path gone?

There is a small gully and the remains of a collapsed wooden 
footbridge crossing the small stream below.

Tammy and Dan catch up, both panting.

GEOFF
Don’t say it, Tammy.
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TAMMY
Grea--

Billy and Dan laugh.

GEOFF
C’mon, I’ll swing you across. 
Everybody stay close.

Geoff straddles the gully.

GEOFF (CONT’D)
Dan first...

Dan steps to the edge of the gully, Geoff grabs him and 
swings him across to the other side.

GEOFF (CONT’D)
Billy...

Geoff repeats the procedure.

GEOFF (CONT’D)
Tammy...

Geoff repeats-- but his footing slips, he falls backwards. 
Tammy leaps to the far side of the gully where the boys are.

TAMMY
Look at me, I’m filthy.

BILLY
Dad?

They look down into the gully. Geoff is unconscious, he has 
smashed his head on a rock.

BILLY (CONT’D)
Dad!

Billy scrambles down the gully.

BILLY (CONT’D)
Dad?

DAN
Is he alright?

Geoff stirs slightly.

BILLY
Call for help.

Dan pulls out his mobile phone and waves it about.

DAN
There’s no signal.
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Tammy tries hers...

TAMMY
Same. God I hate the country...

DAN
Has your dad got one?

Dan reaches into Geoff’s coat pocket and pulls out a mobile. 
The screen is smashed, clearly it is not working.

TAMMY
What now?

Billy shakes his dad, but no response.

Dan has the walkie-talkie, but just gets static.

BILLY
That won’t work out here, we’re too 
far away. We need to go back, get 
some help.

CUT TO:

EXT. MOORS. HILLTOP - DUSK.29 29

Billy and Tammy are trying to pull Geoff out of the gully. 
The best they can do is drag him a little bit out of the 
stream.

Dan is reading the OS map and compass by torchlight.

DAN
If we go back east we’ll get back 
to the car park.

Tammy unclips a plastic emergency whistle from Geoff’s 
backpack.

TAMMY
They’ll be no one there.

BILLY
She’s right--

DAN
They’ll be out looking for us.

TAMMY
There’s no one, listen...

SFX - TAMMY LETS OUT A LOUD BLAST ON THE WHISTLE

Its echo fades into silence. Around them mountains and hills 
are faintly silhouetted against the vanishing sky. 
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SFX - GENTLE STREAM

BILLY
She’s right. Let’s get back to the 
road.

Tammy wraps an silver foil blanket over Geoff. Billy puts the 
other walkie-talkie in his dad’s hand.

TAMMY
C’mon, before it gets too dark.

By the light of Dan’s torch, the three kids, with backpacks, 
set off in the direction they came from. Billy takes one last 
glance back at his dad.

CUT TO:

EXT. MOORS. CAIRN - NIGHT.30 30

Now in total darkness.

TAMMY
We did not pass that!

She points at a stacked pile of stones. Billy is fiddling 
with the walkie-talkie.

Dan re-checks the map.

DAN
Are you sure?   We could have just--

TAMMY
No. We did not. For God’s sake you 
said you’ve been on these things 
before.

DAN
It’s a different type of map.

TAMMY
What?   Give it here!

Before she can take the map, Billy grabs it.

BILLY
So where are we, Dan?

DAN
I think--

TAMMY
--Think?--
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DAN
--We’re near here...

Billy rotates the map.

TAMMY
He’s not got a clue.

BILLY
You’re not helping, Tam. Let’s get 
to a road.

DAN
Wait... What’s that light?

TAMMY
What light?

BILLY
Look!

Above the moors, at some distance, is a single dot of red 
light.

TAMMY
What is it?   Is it on the map?

All three consult the map...

BILLY
There’s nothing anywhere.

A few drops of rain hit the map.

BILLY (CONT’D)
There must be someone there 
though...

CUT TO:

EXT. MOORS. RAVINE - NIGHT.31 31

It is raining, the three kids are now in full waterproofs. 
They scramble downhill along the side of a moderate stream. 
Dan’s torch lights the way.

TAMMY
It’s gone!

DAN
We should see it again in a minute.

BILLY
Keep following the stream or we’ll 
get lost.
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The wind changes direction, the rain intensifies to a 
downpour. There is a crackle on the walkie-talkie...

BILLY (CONT’D)
(into walkie-talkie)

Dad?   Dad?   Are you there?

SFX - STATIC

BILLY (CONT’D)
Can you hear me?

CUT TO:

EXT. MOORS. HILLTOP - CONTINUOUS32 32

Geoff lies unconscious in the gully as before, but the stream 
has intensified and has risen to submerge Geoff’s legs.

In his hand is the walkie-talkie...

BILLY
(on walkie-talkie)

...Please... Say something...?

CUT TO:

EXT. MOORS. RAVINE - NIGHT33 33

Billy stares at the walkie-talkie.

TAMMY
We’re gonna drown in this!

BILLY
No we’re not. Let’s find that 
light...

SFX - DISTANT MECHANICAL ROAR

DAN
What’s that?

BILLY
I don’t know--

Suddenly the roar booms from overhead - it is a mountain 
rescue helicopter.

TAMMY
They’ve found us!

DAN
No!   They’re leaving!   They can’t 
see us!
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The three of them start jumping and waving towards the 
helicopter. But it continues to move further away.

BILLY
Over here!

A searchlight beams down from the helicopter through the 
storm, but it is nowhere near the three kids.

DAN
They’re miles away.

BILLY
No they’re not - run to the light!

The three of them scramble towards the ever moving 
searchlight.

A game of cat and mouse ensues as they each try and fail to 
get into the beam of the light.

Tammy grabs the torch and frantically shakes it but the 
battery is well and truly dead.

TAMMY
It’s no good.

Then the light stays still for a moment. Billy runs towards 
it.

Just as he is about lunge into the beam, it switches off. The 
kids are back to total darkness.

BILLY
We need a--

Seized by an idea he lunges at Dan and pulls open his 
backpack. A moment later he pulls out the handheld games 
console. He flicks it on and the screen lights up.

Billy jumps up onto a rock and starts waving the console 
towards the quietening roar of the helicopter. But it is too 
late, the helicopter is gone.

Silence. And rain. Lots of rain.

CUT TO:

EXT. MOORS. PATH - NIGHT.34 34

The three lonely kids slip and stagger along the path, each 
walking alone, in silence. The downpour continues.

CUT TO:
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EXT. MOORS. DIRT TRACK - NIGHT.35 35

Dan trips. Billy rushes to help him.

TAMMY
He’ll be OK. C’mon, keep moving.

BILLY
Are you alright, Dan?

Dan looks up from under his hood. Even through the rain Billy 
can see the tears in his bloodshot eyes.

DAN
I hate this.

BILLY
C’mon, get up.

DAN
Don’t want to.

TAMMY
What’s he say?

BILLY
You’ve got to. You can’t stay here.

DAN
Send my mum to get me.

TAMMY
If he wants to stay--

BILLY
No!   Get up. Now!

DAN
I don’t--

Billy grabs him and pulls him to his feet.

BILLY
We’re all going to carry on until 
we get to--

All three of them freeze. They are looking in the direction 
indicated by Billy as he spoke...

A huge radio mast towers above them. At its top, barely 
visible through the rain is a glowing red light.

TAMMY
What is it?
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DAN
It’s where the TV comes from.

CUT TO:

EXT. TV TRANSMITTER. PERIMETER - NIGHT.36 36

A huge wire mesh fence with a barbed wire top surrounds the 
mast and a few old brick huts, the paint flaking off their 
wooden doors and small window frames. Apart from the red glow 
from above the place is in darkness.

Billy, Dan and Tammy stand on the outside of the fence 
looking in.

TAMMY
There’s no one here.

BILLY
At least it’ll be dry.

DAN
But how do we get in?

Billy smiles towards Tammy...

Suddenly the walkie-talkie buzzes to life!

GEOFF
(over walkie-talkie)

Billy?

Billy grabs the walkie-talkie.

BILLY
Dad?   Dad?

Static.

GEOFF
(over walkie-talkie)

...Feeling weak... Billy can you...

BILLY
Dad!   Speak up!

GEOFF
(over walkie-talkie)

...don’t think I’m gonna...

BILLY
Please!   Please!

(beat)
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GEOFF
(over walkie-talkie)

...goodbye, son...

SFX - STATIC

Billy stares at the walkie-talkie. Tammy and Dan look on in 
silence.

BILLY
Tammy. Open the gate.

CUT TO:

EXT. TV TRANSMITTER. PERIMETER - NIGHT.37 37

With the aid of a length of rusty angle-iron, Tammy pops open 
a link on the chain locking the gates shut. The three of them 
rip it off and force open the gate. Clearly the place has not 
been visited in years. 

CUT TO:

EXT. TV TRANSMITTER - NIGHT.38 38

Tammy runs to one of the huts and tries the wooden door. It 
is locked.

TAMMY
No problem...

She steps over to the small side window and puts the angle-
iron to the frame.

BILLY
Tammy...

TAMMY
Someone give me a hand.

BILLY
Tammy... Step back.

Tammy jumps down and turns to face Billy - who hurls a half 
brick through the window.

BILLY (CONT’D)
We’ve not got time.

CUT TO:
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INT. TV TRANSMITTER. BRICK HUT - NIGHT.39 39

The hut is full of old analogue radio gear, lots of knobs and 
dials.

Dan tries the light switch but it’s not working. All three 
kids are shaking from the cold.

Tammy checks her mobile.

TAMMY
Still no signal. What is all this 
junk?

DAN
It’s the old control room for the 
TV aerials.

TAMMY
Then why is it like this, it’s 
freezing?

Suddenly there is an electrical buzz - the lights and some of 
the equipment come to life. Tammy and Dan look across to 
Billy who has flicked the switch on the master fuse box.

BILLY
It’s the same as the one we had at 
the old hostel.

Dan rushes over to the radio equipment.

TAMMY
Urgh!   What’s that smell?

DAN
Smells like Scalectrix.

Dan grabs a 1950s phone-like handset.

BILLY
Can you make it work?

DAN
(in to handset)

Hello?   Can you hear me?

TAMMY
For God’s sake say something 
useful...

DAN
(in to handset)

We’re at the old TV aerial. Can you 
hear me?
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BILLY
Tammy, see if you can find 
something to start a fire.

(in to walkie-talkie)
Are you there, dad?

DAN
It’s no good. It’s not working.

TAMMY
I’ve got us some heat.

VOICE ON RADIO
(through static)

...this is the mountain rescu...

Tammy has found a two bar electric fire, she flicks the power 
switch - there is a loud hum from around the hut. The dials 
on the radio equipment flicker--

BILLY
--Turn it off!

Too late!   In a shower of sparks the fuse box blows off the 
wall. The radio equipment dies. And the three friends are 
back in darkness.

DAN
Idiot.

TAMMY
He said start a fire.

DAN
He meant a proper one.

TAMMY
That is a proper one.

DAN
We’ll have to go back outside again 
to get help.

BILLY
No we won’t.

DAN
But your dad...?

BILLY
We’ll wait here ‘til the morning.

TAMMY
But it’s freezing.
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BILLY
But it’s dry.

CUT TO:

INT. TV TRANSMITTER. BRICK HUT - NIGHT.40 40

An old piece of board is wedged up against the broken window.

Tammy and Dan are curled up on the floor, using their 
backpacks as - uncomfortable - pillows. Billy is sat with his 
back to the wall, he holds the walkie-talkie in his hand. All 
three are shivering.

Billy struggles to keep his eyes open. He starts to nod off 
but wakes with a jolt. He becomes aware that Tammy is 
watching him. He looks at her, she snaps shut her eyes. 

He drifts off again watching a single, slender shaft of light 
streak through the gap around the boarded window... A shaft 
of light!   And the noise - the almighty roar! 

Billy realises what it is. He scrambles to his feet and pulls 
the board from the window, but the light is gone.

BILLY
C’mon!

He grabs the games console from Dan’s backpack and scrambles 
for the door...

CUT TO:

EXT. TV TRANSMITTER - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS.41 41

Already the helicopter is moving away, its searchlight 
disappearing behind a hillside. Billy, barely able to move 
through exhaustion waves the console in the direction of the 
helicopter.

It’s too late. He begins to collapse to the ground, but Dan 
and Tammy rush up from behind and grab him. The games console 
flickers off to a dark screen.

BILLY
No. Not again.

He wallops the console with his palm. It flickers back to 
life and he thrusts the glowing screen skywards through the 
rain.

(beat - a long beat)

Suddenly the searchlight swings around and the three kids are 
blinded, covering their eyes.
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TAMMY
You did it!   You did it!

Billy half smiles. The three embrace.

CUT TO:

EXT. TV TRANSMITTER. PERIMETER - DAWN.42 42

The rain has stopped. The helicopter touches down and 
paramedics with medical equipment and foil blankets rush from 
its side door towards the kids.

PARAMEDIC
Wrap this around you. I need to 
check you guys out. OK?

BILLY
(gasping)

You need to...

PARAMEDIC
Drink this--

BILLY
You need... to find...

TAMMY
He needs you to find his--

DAN
--Look!   Billy look...!

Through the paramedics and activity, Billy follows Dan’s 
outstretched arm towards the helicopter. Inside, wrapped in 
blankets, strapped to a stretcher is Geoff. He and Billy see 
each other at the same moment. Geoff manages a weak smile and 
a thumbs up.

Billy bursts from the foil blanket, races past the paramedics 
and leaps into the helicopter.

CUT TO:

INT. HELICOPTER - CONTINUOUS43 43

Billy and Geoff hug.

CUT TO:

INT. HELICOPTER - DAWN. 44 44

Now airborne.
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Geoff is on the stretcher as before. Billy, Tammy and Dan - 
wrapped in blankets - are on the seats. Dan is asleep. Billy 
rests his head against the window, outside the rich red glow 
of beautiful dawn breaks over the moors. 

SFX - ROARING HELICOPTER ROTORS

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. HOSTEL. LARGE DINING ROOM - DAY - WEEKS LATER46 46

SFX - APPLAUSE

A crowd is gathered in the hostel. Billy, Tammy and Dan are 
in their Sunday bests. Geoff - his arm in a sling - stands 
with them at the front of the dining room.

FRANK
...and here’s a small present - a 
reward - to say well done for 
getting Bily’s dad and yourselves 
home safely!

Frank motions for the three of them step up. More applause. 
In turn, Dan, Tammy and Billy receive a small gift wrapped 
parcel and an envelope each.

Billy and Geoff smile to each other.

INT. HOSTEL. LARGE DINING ROOM - DAY.47 47

People are now milling about, munching on snacks, drinking 
glasses of juice.

Geoff and Frank are chatting in a corner. A few people are 
still congratulating Billy and his two new friends, who are 
now clearly bored with it all. Geoff beckons over Billy, who 
crosses over to them.

FRANK
Well done again. Did you open your 
card.

BILLY
Not yet.

FRANK
Perhaps you should?

GEOFF
Good news, Billy. We’ve been 
talking and the old hostel’s almost 
ready to re-open. We can move back 
next month, or...
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Billy opens the envelope, inside the card are two train 
tickets to London.

GEOFF (CONT’D)
...Frank has said we can take over 
the new London hostel in October. 
What do you think?   Which one do 
you fancy?

Billy has a huge grin as he looks at the London tickets, then 
he looks across the room towards Tammy and Dan, who have also 
opened their cards and are holding identical train tickets. 
All three kids lock eye contact and laugh together.

Billy looks back down at the tickets.

BILLY
I think I’d like to visit London... 
Then come back here. For good.

Geoff - with his good arm - hugs Billy. 

GEOFF
OK, Billy. That sounds like a 
really good plan.

Billy races over to Tammy and Dan.

TAMMY
We got tickets too.

DAN
It’s gonna be great, us three in 
London.

BILLY
I know - just how much trouble can 
we get in there?

All three laugh.

FADE TO BLACK.
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